Horn Kit Installation Instructions
Components Supplied
- 8 Links of Chain
- 2 Hooks with Nyloc Nuts
Tools Required
- Tape measure
- Drill
- Steel Drill Bit (12mm)
- 19mm Ring Spanner
- Crescent

Ensure that the reset stopper is activated when installing the Horn Kit so that the doors stay in position incase of
accidental release of the doors.
1. Mark your hole centers 50mm down from the top of the Auto Head Yoke doors and 22mm in from the edge (as
shown on the images below)
2. Drill 12mm hole all the way through the box section on each door.

3. Put the hooks in the holes that your previously drilled and fit your nyloc nut on the back. These need to be done
up very tightly. Ensure that hooks are straight by holding them with the crescent.

Operation for catching horned animals
Reset Stopper Activated

1. Activate the Reset Stopper to stop doors from setting in the traditional catch position
Place the supplied chain over the pins at the top of the doors – 7 Links is usually enough (make sure the 8th link is
on the inside of the hooks, touching the 6th link). For larger horns use all 8 links.
No width adjustment is required when switching from polled to horned animals
2. Pull the Release Lever backward and, using the handle at the front, manually open the doors to where the chain
links are pulled tight
3. The animal puts their head through the gap until their horns clear the doors before pulling back to lock
themselves in the caught position
4. Once finished, remove the chain from the top of the doors and pull the Release Lever backwards to unlock the
doors, letting the animal push the doors open and release themselves forward.

